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GENERAL INFORMATION
How is my exam structured?
The Fine Art and Photography Examination is totally practical in nature, and there 
are no formal written elements. However, students are encouraged to annotate their 
work where appropriate. The preparatory period is from 7th January until 28th April 
2019. The final piece will be created under supervision over a 10 hour period. 

How long is the exam?
10 hours- although the preparatory work is worth 75% of the total marks and is 
created during lesson times and in the students own time. Staff also offer support 
sessions Monday to Thursday lunch times and after school on a regular basis.

What do I need to revise?
Whilst there is no formal revision in this practical subject, students are expected to 
demonstrate their ability to research the work of artists and photographers, 
experiment with ideas and draw/take photographs effectively. The preparation work 
is totally practical in nature and will be marked alongside the final piece once the 
examination is complete. Students select a topic from the range available on the 
examination paper. They must choose the artist/ artists' work they wish to study and 
show clearly how they have connected to this work through their practical 
outcomes. Their teachers will support the process of experimentation and 
investigation but the candidates themselves must direct their own response. 

Where can I find it?
Students are expected to use the internet to source images and information around 
their chosen theme. Galleries, books, magazines, and past work can be a useful aid. 
All students are given individual support in locating information appropriate to their 
personal topic. A reminder of the 4 Assessment Objectives, and examples of how 
each can be approached, has been sent to students via email - also available in 
physical form in students' individual sketch pads. Exam Support Material

What revision strategies will help me to prepare?
It is vital that students are well prepared for the 10 hour practical examination. As 
stated, the preparation work is marked in its own right and will also ensure that the 
final piece (worth 25% of the marks) successfully demonstrates the student's full 
potential. They must bring to the examination room the preparation work which will 
have been created in order to inspire and inform their final piece. Once the 10 hour 
session is commenced, the students can no longer add to their preparation work 
and it must be handed in after each of the practical sessions. 
The suggested deadlines for completion of work for each stage of the preparation 
period has been sent to all students and a copy has been emailed to all 
parents/carers. This email also gives the dates for the 10 hour timed task. (Since A01 
Artist Links, A02 Process, A03 Record all carry the same number of marks, it is 
suggested that students balance the preparation time equally between all three)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-GBr_vk11dcd0UzYnVOZ0FObU9SeHlYVEpnWFdydGhVbTI0/view
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